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Catastrophes and Earth History: The
New Uniformitarianism. W. A. Berggren and John A. Van Couvering,eds.
Princeton University Press, Princeton,
NJ, 1984. 464 pp., illus. $65.00 (cloth),
$19.50 (paper).
Geology is no longer the same. The
"new uniformitarianism,"as the book's
subtitleproclaims,is upon us. What this
all means exactly is not always clear, for
the concept of uniformitarianismis used
in so many ways. StephenJ. Gould tries
to sort out these meanings in an introductionto this highly stimulatingcollection of essays. As he notes, methodologiis surelyacceptable
cal uniformitarianism
to all: We must apply explanatorylaws
that are invariantacross space and time
and not inventnew causes for past events
when those of the present are sufficient.
(Claimingthat the speed of light has
changed, a la the creationists,comes to
mind.)Far more importantthan methodologicalassertions,however, is the question of uniformityin real-worldprocesses. Lyellian uniformitarianism and
Darwiniangradualismhave held sway in
geology and biology for more than a
century, and their pervasive conceptual
influence can neither be denied nor underestimated. "Catastrophic" eventsthose produced by processes of high
rate-have always been recognized as
real-worldphenomena, yet our perceptions, descriptions, and explanations of
change have usually been cast in a uniformitarianand gradualisticframework.
Only recently has a "catastrophic"pattern of change become a viable alternative descriptor for the transformational
history of evolutionary systems. Take,
for example, the increasinginfluence of
"punctuatedequilibrium"in paleontology; Thom's catastrophetheory in devel310
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and the widespreadextinctions observed
within the marine and terrestrialbiotas
of that time. Recently, this relationship
has been postulated to be so tight that
apparent periodicities in mass extinctions over vast amounts of geological
time have been causally relatedto cycles
of asteroid impacts brought about by a
(cyclical) gravitationalpull of an as yet
unknown"death star" companionto our
own sun. Any causal relationship,cyclical or not, between an asteroid impact
and mass extinction makes a majorprediction: Extinction events will have a
narrow distribution in geological time
(indeed, they appear to be geologically
synchronous), and both the impact and
extinction events will be coextensive.
Five chapters of this book examine this
predictionusing the marineand terrestrial biotas of the Late Cretaceous-Tertiary
(K-T) boundary.
In this tour de force volume, Erie G.
opmental biology and other disciplines;
and cyclical, large-scale extinction Kauffmancriticallyexamines the geologevents within geology and paleobiology.
The papers of this book derive from
two differentsymposia held in 1977, one
at the Woods Hole OceanographicInstiCORRECTION
tution, the other at the North American
In the book review "Biogeography
Paleontological Convention. Collected
Then and Now," by Arthur M.
togetherhere, they address the theme of
Shapiro (March 1985 BioScience
catastrophicchange duringthe histories
35: 188), a misprint replaced the
of the earth and its biota. The 18 chapword topology with topographyin
ters range widely, from philosophical
uniformithe third line of the seventh parathe
about
historical
and
essays
mass
to
duality
graph. The correct sentence
tarianism/catastrophism
shouldread: "The author's simple
extinctions, Phanerozoic supercycles,
and marinemineralresources.
proposalremindsme of a problem
in an introductory topology
The core of the book is unquestionably
the section on the Late Cretaceousmass
course, and unless I misremember
extinction event. Since 1979 a rapidly
my undergraduateanthropology,
primitive agriculturalists around
expanding literature has examined the
a
the world have repeatedly inventbetween
large
possible relationship
ed somethingvery like it."
body (asteroid or comet) colliding with
the earth at the end of the Cretaceous
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ical and paleontologicalevidence for an
abruptmass extinctionwithinthe marine
realm at the end of the Cretaceous. He
notes that many faunal replacements
across the boundaryare artifactsof woefully incomplete stratigraphicrecords;
sedimentationand fossilization are simply too coarse-grainedto claim simultaneous extinctions of the component lineages. More importantly, however,
when continuous assemblages are preserved in the rock record, the putative
"abrupt"extinction of the terminalCretaceous is observed to have extended
from 1 to 5 million years in most groups
of organisms.
A second fine paper, by paleobotanist
Leo J. Hickey, examines evidence for an
abruptLate Cretaceousextinction in the
angiospermflora. He concludes that extinction was generally minor across the
K-T boundary.These findingsare especially significant since they contradict
some impact-extinction scenarios that
envision months of near total darkness
and, consequently, a rather substantial
disruptionof the terrestrialflora. Hickey's results and conclusions are augmentedby the work of anothercontributor, RobertH. Tschudy, who reports on
the palynological evidence. It, too,
points against any abrupt extinction
event in land plants.
Two additionalpapers, one by J. David Archibaldand William Clemens on
mammalsand another by Dale Russell
on dinosaurs,also examinethe Late Cretaceous extinction. The first two authors
find no evidence for catastrophicextinction in the mammal fauna, but Russell
championshis own idea that an exploding supernovawas a possible cause for
the abrupt extinction of the dinosaurs.
As Archibaldand Clemens point out, on
the other hand, the data are inadequate
to postulatethat dinosaursactuallywent
extinct simultaneouslyover their entire
distribution.

the earth and the history of its biota are
interrelated.Alfred G. Fisher, for example, posits two 300-million-yearsupercycles of mantle convection, which are
causally related, in turn, to cycles of
eustacy, volcanism, and climate. Likewise, Nils-Axel Mornerdiscusses causal
interconnectionsbetween plate tectonic
activity, glaciation, eustacy, and climate. These long-termalterationsof climate, as is well-known, can bring about
major changes in evolutionary patterns
of biotas.
In summary,I enthusiasticallyrecommendthis book, which has somethingfor
everyone interestedin the history of life.
I mightadd that the paperbackedition is
a real bargain.

morosus.

JOEL CRACRAFT
Department of Anatomy
University of Illinois
Chicago, IL 60680

INSECTNEUROHORMONES
Insect Neurochemistry and Neurophysiology. Alexej B. Borkovec and
Thomas J. Kelly, eds. Plenum Press,
New York, 1984. 523 pp. illus. $69.50
(cloth).

The title is completely inappropriate
for this collection of papers from a 1983
symposium, but for a modern look at
insect neurohormones,with some comparisons to vertebrates, this volume is
hard to beat. Apparently, the conference's organizingcommittee did not distinguishbetween neuropeptidesand neurochemistry. This book will disappoint
neurochemists and neurophysiologists,
but anyoneinterestedin insect neurohormones or neuropeptideswill be pleasantly surprised.
Contrary to the conference's stated
purpose, no mentionis made of possible
ways to apply this knowledge to insect
control; the book unfortunately omits
The above papers on extinctionmake up discussion sessions, where such inforabout one-half of this book and will mation might be covered. In fact, the 9
probablybe of greatest interest to biolo- review chapters, 6 techniques chapters,
gists. They alone make this book worth and 46 abstracts appear to have been
having, especially for those hooked on published exactly as received-in that
the recent debates about mass extinc- order. There are no section title pages,
tions. With the exception of Russell, all no connecting comments, and the chapthese researchers reject extraterrestrial ters are not even numbered.Moreover,
events as importantin shapingthe major thereare 43 blankpages, mostly between
patterns of biotic evolution during the the abstracts.
K-T transition, and, in effect, they lay
Despite these features, the review
down a stiff challengeto those ridingthe chapters are gems, all written by outstanding authorities. The book's value
impact-extinctionbandwagon.
Otherpapersin this volume also pique lies in the review and techniques chapinterest for showing how the history of ters; the abstractsare a bonus.
May 1985

J. de Wilde's chapter, which appears
eighth, should have started the volume.
The authorwrites of intrinsicand extrinsic factors affectingthe homeostaticbalance and alerts the reader that insect
neurosecretorysystems "control a large
numberof elements" (p. 151). This excellent overview, includes subjects not
covered elsewhere in the volume.
Finlayson presents the difficultiesinherent in studies on neuroendocrinology
with the statement: "Relatively little is
known about the mechanismsthat regulate the activities of [neurosecretory]
neurons" and goes on to detail much of
his recent work on peripheralneurosecretory neuron (link nerve) activity during dark-light phases in Carausius
A particularlygood featureof Davey's
articleon hormonalcontrol of reproduction is the description of equivocal results or observationsand suggestionof a
possible interpretation. He concludes
that six hormones are thought to be
involved in egg production in various
insects and reinforces Finlayson's message that much more work needs to be
done.
The Mordue/Morganchapteron isolating neurohormones in locusts keeps
strictly to locusts. Although crustacean
neuropeptidesare mentioned (e.g., red
hormone),the aupigment-concentrating
thors miss the chance to present these
comparativestructuresin a table.
Orchardpoints out the close association between aminergicand peptidergic
neurosecretoryprocesses in insects and
vertebrates. Nathanson describes the
second messenger system in insects as
cellularresponses to amines and neurohormones but, unfortunately,does not
refer to Berridge's work on inositol
phospholipidsin salivary glands.
Duve and Thorpereview identification
of vertebrate peptides in insects with
immunoreactivitymethods. In a chapter
on techniquesthey also describe the use
of radioimmunoassayand immunohistochemistry plus the normal pitfalls one
may encounter in these contemporary
methods. This, together with Eiden's
techniques chapter on cloned cDNA
probe and peptide radioimmunoassay
appliedto the vertebrateenkephalins,is
an extremely useful treatment of the
latest neuropeptidetechniques.
The final two reviews by Pichon and
Sattelle are informativebut do not mesh
with the bulk of the other contributions.
The Pichon article omitted cotransmitters and gave a largely traditionaltreatment of electrogenesis. Although Sat311

